UHEIM Invites Surrounding Residents to Solat Sunat on Eid-al Fitr on 1 Syawal
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WEDNESDAY, 07 AUGUST – In welcoming the month of Syawal, our strength and determination which we had planted throughout Ramadan should not waver but continue all through the months. Thus, in conjunction with the Eid-al Fitr on 1 Syawal 1434 Hijrah, residents staying around Sepanggar area are invited to perform the Solat Sunat Eid-al Fitr at UMS Mosque.

According to a statement from the Islamic and Mosque Affairs (UHEIM) UMS, the solat sunat will start around 7.45 am depending on the number of congregation. The Eid-al Fitr Solat Sunat will be led by Ustaz Yusri Sumin of UHEIM UMS who will also give a sermon that morning.

The Vice-Chancellor of UMS, Prof. Datuk Dr. Mohd Harun Abdullah is expected to attend the solat sunat at the mosque. He will also give out Raya cash to all children attending. - FL
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